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About This Game

Moonpod's Starscape mixes old school arcade game play values with characterization and an involving plot to deepen the whole
experience.

With most of its crew missing and its weapons systems ruined, the space research station Aegis is all but lost. As the last
remaining pilot you must help rebuild the station's defenses, acquire alien technology and create your own uniquely configured

set of fighters. By mining the asteroids within the grid dimension, valuable resources can be harvested to fuel the Aegis's
molecular furnace to build devastating weaponry. Within the nodes of the grid you will encounter allies to aid in the struggle to

escape, uncover the terrible purpose of the evil Archnid race and learn why you and the rest of the crew were brought here.

Beautifully rendered 32bit colour graphics

800x600 resolution

Thumping music sound track and sound effects

Five different weapon technology threads to find and research, only the first is available in the demo

Five different zones to explore, only the first is available in the demo and the rest are much much bigger

Make alliances with friendly aliens and trade technology
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Direct and protect your space station as it fights alongside you

Create your own "garage" of unique space fighters tailored to your own specifications

Mine the asteroids, gather raw elements, research new technologies and build new items

Recover the missing drive components and rescue your missing crewmates before escaping "The Grid".
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Title: Starscape
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Moonpod
Publisher:
Moonpod
Release Date: 27 Mar, 2003
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Short but sweet. Loved every second of it. People will complain about the lack of instruction/ and its difficulty to shoot. But
that's what makes it great.. Great game, worth the money. Lots of potential, but I already like it in it's current state. When I see
the multiplayer trailer I'm already getting excited. Levels are actually pretty hard until you get it. Now I've cleared all easy levels
with the exception of farm. And I cleared all the normal levels with the exception of stash house, neighborhood, and mansion (I
got shot in front of the car).. If I had to dedicate the song first love to a game series, I would dedicate it to suikoden. It is a series
of games that will always have a special place in my heart.

This game, the great gaias, remind of suiko 1 & 2. I am in love again.

Initially I thought the price was a bit steep, then considering the fact that it is a small group of people spending years on this
gem, I don't mind the price anymore. And from what I could tell, if you match $1 to every hour of gameplay, this game is more
than $30 worth since it promises 60+ hrs gameplay.. only good thing on this game was the refund...shame, I liked healing at
WoW. hard to get passed by level 4
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Honestly, the concept of the game is good and simple, and it has a lot of potential. That's why a lot more can be added like a
goal\/missions, etc., and it's sad that this game isn't receiving anymore updates. If that does happen, this game could (and should)
become much better than it is now.. This game is amazing.
Gotta give it to the devs for putting so much work on this game. I love a soothing puzzle game anyday.

If you haven't played Zenge, you may want to check that out as well. It's part of the 'Relaxing Puzzle box' bundle. Cheers!. Koko
enjoy game. Sometimes clunky but have Superhero almost as strong as Koko.. had fun with it for a couple hours, then i got
progressively more annoyed with it.. Blinkdog left a thorough review. I agree with it completely. I can say that I was able to play
through to the end with only minor bugs. It played a lot like Fallout Tactics. Not an overly complicated game, but I had fun with
it. You should know up front that the ending leaves the story hanging, and a sequel seems unlikely.. So I bought this for the heck
of it back when it was on sale. You people can't even begin to imagine how much I got my money's worth. Needless to say, the
game's biggest strong suit is its humour. The Albino Hunter does not really take itself seriously and even breaks the 4th wall on a
regular basis.

Pros:
+ great unique humour (unless you don't like it when games break the 4th wall)
+ characters actually make you care for them (even some of the monsters do!)
+ nice soundtrack (it's kind of catchy)
+ old-fashioned FF turn-based combat
+ somewhat enticing plot

Cons:
- game tends to crash whenever you start another battle (save often!)
- length is a bit short (overall a good game, but it feels a bit like a prologue to a bigger tale)

If you're looking for a fun and quirky adventure filled with multiple endings, then you should definitely check it out.. It has a
playtime of about 10 minutes. You just collect 10 blueprints. That's all. For free it would be ok, don't spend money for this..
Crashed constantly at first but then I found the fix and I played it for so long.
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